If the renormalized coupling constant is positive (it has an upper bound), the limit theory is nontrivial; for g = 0 it is a free field theory. J. Frijhlich 141 has shown that the limit theory necessarily is asymptotically free in the ultraviolet (as formally obtained, for the two-point function, from (4) with E = 0, and observing that, in the massive-limit case, the validity region for (4) is mapped into the ultraviolet). theory /lo/. In this picture, the triviality of continuum theory can be conceived
4:
as consequence of the theorem /Ill: In four dimensions, the probability that two random walks on a lattice, starting from different fixed points in space, visit any common lattice point, goes to zero as the lattice becomes infinitely fine. This is a sharpening of the statement that a Brownian motion path has Hausdorff dimension two in any space dimension. 
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The r.h.s. in (9) The interesting D=4 example is lattice YM4. In this case, the constraint is the unitarity of the link operators, which is not manifest in the perturbation expansion.
However, P. Weisz 1161 has shown that, if A in (11) Whether this simple Ansatz suffices for improvement, in the sense described here, also to higher orders in perturbation theory is not yet known.
In conclusion, the improvement program described here should, without requiring larger lattices, allow to reduce significantly the systematic error due to the finite lattice spacing, without exorbitant increase in computer time. (E.g., if the simple Ansatz 1161 described above suffices, computer time would, the improvement coefficients assumed known, increase by a factor of order twenty.) Success of such program would lend much desired support to the assumption that Monte Carlo computations on finite lattices really are relevant for the continuum limit of the theories studied.
